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CATLANTE  
600
THE BOUTIQUE  
GUESTHOUSE OF THE 
SEAS
« Our dream is to make you love the sea 
even more ».

This slogan has helped tens of thousands 
of travelers realize their dream : to  
experience the exceptional on a cruise on 
a sailboat.

Built in Lorient, in the heart of the Cité de la Voile Eric  
Tabarly and its high-tech, ocean-racing environment,  
the CATLANTE 600 catamaran is first and foremost 
safety-oriented: robust rigging, carbon-reinforced hull, 
well-sized deck fittings, so you can sail the world’s seas 
with complete peace of mind.
This vessel makes every day at sea a pleasure, and allows 
you to move quickly to discover more unique places. 
With its exceptional interior and exterior living space, this 
catamaran will provide you with an unforgettable cruise.

INFORMATION & BOOKING
+33 (0)1.55.20.90.90, 9am-8pm, 7 days a week

www.catlante.com



GENERAL FEATURES
›  Complies with CE standards Catégorie A - 14,
›  NUC classification (navires professionnels),
›  Overall length : 17,26 m,
›  Maximum width : 8,40 m,
›  Hull width : 2,5 m,
›  Draft : 1,40 m,
›  Air draught : 25,15 m,
›  Loaded displacement : 24 800 kg,
›  Watermaker : 240 L/heure.

CABINS
6 cabins for 2 or 3 people : 
›  3 double beds,
› 1 twin bed convertible into a double bed,
› 2 triples.

Each cabin is equipped with : 
›  Storage lockers,
› Individual toilets,
› Salle d’eau privative,
› Toilet paper and towels,
› Ventilator,
› 1 panoramic hublot,
› 1 ventilation panel in the shower room,
› 1 ventilation panel in the cabin.



INTERIOR COMMON  
AREAS
›  A saloon offering a magnificent 270° sea panorama,
›  Professional kitchen in the saloon, ovens, hob,  

dishwasher, 2 fridges, 1 freezer + 2 in bunkers, coffee 
machine...

›  Central WiFi (except Seychelles, and only in areas where 
the signal is accessible).



OUTDOOR COMMON AREAS
›  Rigid front platform with balconies and integrated teak 

seats,
›  Large aft deck protected by fly bridge with 2 large 

tables for 12/14 people and comfortable bench seating,
›  A large fly bridge (upper deck) to enjoy from the sun in 

optimum comfort,
›  Large stern skirts for safe, comfortable boarding and 

easy access to the bathing area,
›  Numerous handrails for safety,
›  Nautical equipment at your disposal : flippers, masks, 

etc, and snorkels, « swim-out » shower at the stern of 

the boat, «sun» mattress. 2 underwater spotlights to  
illuminate the night-swimming area. Sea kayak and 
paddle in some destinations.

Dinghy :
›  The Catlante 600 catamaran is equipped with a  

motorized inflatable tender. Piloted by the captain or  
his first mate, it enables passengers to be dropped off  
at anchor.
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